Environment

Bruchsal
Thanks to the "Saalbachweg"
you have the opportunity to
relax and get to the city centre
without much car traffic.

In about 10 minutes walk you are in the pedestrian area
with small shops, restaurants or in the supermarket.
You can walk to the vineyards and the scattered orchards
in just a 15-minute walk. The nearest bus stop is right at
the street corner, 3 houses away. The nearest tram stop is
about 500 metres away.

Asparagus, wine and lots of baroque.
Bruchsal is the largest city in Karlsruhe County, with a population of about 45,000. The city's turbulent history goes back
over 1,000 years. Today Bruchsal presents itself as a modern
open city with historical roots and is located about 20 kilometers north of Karlsruhe. Bruchsal is a baroque and asparagus
town.
The Europe's largest asparagus market is held in Bruchsal. A
city with historic buildings and tradition. The Bruchsal Baroque castle is one of the most beautiful Baroque castles in Germany and it is the landmark and figurehead of the city.
Immerse yourself in the Baroque era.

Welcome to your temporary home.
Bruchsal is located in the northwest of BadenWürttemberg, in the southwest of Germany.
Geographically, Bruchsal has a share in Kraichgau in the
east, the "land of the 1,000 hills" and in the Upper Rhine
Plain in the west.
We are pleased that you are interested in a holiday in
Bruchsal and would be happy to welcome you as our
guest.
Enjoy a holiday in our quietly located apartments.
Welcome to your holiday- You've earned it.
Where you can find us

Bruchsal Ferienwohnungen
Familie Wilhelm, Allgaier
Augartenstraße 28,
D-76646 Bruchsal
Mail: saalbach@fewobruchsal.de
Telefon: +49 (0)7251 929936
Homepage: www.fewobruchsal.de

Saalbach I

Saalbach II

Apartment 80 m², quiet location,
close center. A bright cozy 3 room
apartment that offers an "open living"
over 2 rooms, as the spacious dining
area transitions into the living room,
with Sat TV, wood-burning stove and
an extendable corner sofa. The
bedroom has a double bed, wardrobe
and bedside tables. The apartment is
modern and comfortably furnished in
the style of a holiday flat. In the kitchen are among other
things, an electric stove with oven, washing machine,
refrigerator freezer combination, Senseo – padmachine,
dishwasher, kettle, dishes, pots, glasses and cutlery.
The spacious daylight bathroom features a bathtub, separate
shower, toilet and sink. Internet via Wi-Fi is available.
An initial equipment is available: kitchen towels, towels and
bed linen.
The non-smoking apartment is suitable for 2 to 4 people.

It is a cozy old building 2 room, 50 m²
apartment, quiet location, close to
the center. It is well equipped with
the amenities of daily needs and is
furnished in the style of a selfcatered holiday flat. A living room
with Sat-TV. The bedroom is equipped with a chest of drawers, a double bed, wardrobe and bedside tables. The separate kitchen has among other things, a
dishwasher, washing machine, electric stove with oven,
refrigerated freezer combination, Senseo— padmachine,
kettle, and is equipped with dishes, pots, glasses and cutlery.
The daylight bathroom has a bathtub, toilet and sink.
Internet via Wi-Fi is available.
An initial equipment is available: kitchen towels, towels and
bed linen.
The non-smoking apartment is suitable for 2 people.
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House
Our house is centrally located in the historic part of Bruchsal,
quiet and very close to the pedestrian zone.
The holiday flats are located in the 1st floor.
Parking is free in the street.

Behind the entrance hides the "green heart" of our house.
Guests can relax and linger.

